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SUMMARY
Model-based testing relies on models of a system under test and/or its environment to derive test cases for the
system. This article discusses the process of model-based testing and defines a taxonomy that covers the key
aspects of model-based testing approaches. It is intended to help with understanding the characteristics,
similarities and differences of those approaches, and with classifying the approach used in a particular
model-based testing tool. To illustrate the taxonomy, a description of how three different examples of model-
based testing tools fit into the taxonomy is provided. Copyright c© 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Testing aims at showing that the intended and actual behaviours of a system differ, or at gaining
confidence that they do not. The goal of testing is failure detection: finding observable differences
between the behaviour of the implementation and the intended behaviour of the system under test
(SUT), as expressed by its requirements.
Model-based testing (MBT) is a variant of testing that relies on explicit behaviour models that
encode the intended behaviours of a SUT and/or the behaviour of its environment. Test cases are
generated from one of these models or their combination, and then executed on the SUT. The use of
explicit models is motivated by the observation that traditionally, the process of deriving tests tends
to be unstructured, not reproducible, not documented, lacking detailed rationales for the test design,
and dependant on the ingenuity of single engineers. The idea is that artifacts that explicitly encode
the intended SUT and possibly environment behaviours can help mitigate these problems.
The ideas of model-based testing, then dubbed specification-based testing, date back to the
Seventies [1]. Recent emphasis on model-based and test-centered development methodologies as
well as the level of maturity of technology from the area of formal verification have led to a strong
increased interest in the subject in the past decade, both in the academic field and in the industry.
Recent surveys by Hierons et al. [2] as well as Dias-Neto et al. [3] provide a comprehensive overview
of the abundant technical literature in the MBT field. Dias-Neto et al. analyse 271 papers and count
more than 219 different MBT approaches that have been proposed, often with associated tools. With
so many approaches in the field, it can be a daunting task for a practitioner or researcher to make
sense of the myriads of technical proposals. This can stifle the adoption of model based testing
technology in industry and limit the further improvement of MBT approaches.
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2 UTTING, PRETSCHNER, AND LEGEARD
Contribution. This paper helps by developing a taxonomy of six essential dimensions that
characterize the different model based testing approaches, with examples of how several typical
tools fit into that taxonomy. A classification of many more commercial and academic MBT tools
using this taxonomy is available from a website [4]. The focus of this article is on MBT for
functional testing, given that this is currently the main industrial usage of MBT. Moreover, the
taxonomy is oriented towards users of model-based testing. It provides a framework for comparing
and qualitatively assessing tools and techniques.
Intended limitations. The perspective on MBT adopted in this paper is inherently bound to the
notion of choice: tools generate tests from test models. These test models, by their very nature, do
not specify single tests but rather sets of possible tests, and it is up to aMBT tool to choose tests from
this set (Section 3.5). This is why keyword-based testing or test description languages and tools [5]
are not included in this article, even though those approaches are sometimes called model-based as
well.
This paper provides concepts and a frame of reference for assessing model-based tools.
Evaluating the pragmatics of MBT tools, such as their ease of use, speed, interoperability, support
for evolving requirements (e.g., generating tests for the subset of the requirements that have
changed), or support for traceability (i.e., relating the generated tests back to the model, or even back
to the informal system requirements) is important in practice. However, these issues are shared by
many kinds of software engineering tools and are independent of the dimensions in this taxonomy.
Research results in more theoretical aspects of model-based testing are outside the scope of this
article. Moreover, while the article contains an overview of the process of model-based testing (see
Section 2), it deliberately does not discuss the empirical evidence for the effectiveness of model-
based testing or its limitations, since this has been done elsewhere [6, Chapter 2]; see also references
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Detailed examples of modeling and test generation using several kinds
of model-based testing tools are provided in the literature [6, 15].
Organisation. Section 2 introduces the fundamental concepts of model-based testing along with
the terminology used. Section 3 describes the taxonomy, which is used in Section 4 to classify a
collection of model-based testing tools in an exemplary manner. Section 5 discusses related work,
and Section 6 draws conclusions.
2. PROCESS AND TERMINOLOGY
This section is used to fix terminology and to describe the general process of model-based testing.
A test suite is a finite set of test cases. A test case is a finite structure of input and expected
output: a pair of input and output in the case of deterministic transformative systems, a sequence of
input and output in the case of deterministic reactive systems, and a tree or a graph in the case of
non-deterministic reactive systems. The input part of a test case is called test input.
Model-based testing encompasses the processes and techniques for the automatic derivation of
abstract test cases from abstract models, the generation of concrete tests from abstract tests, and
the manual or automated execution of the resulting concrete test cases. The assumption here is that
models are specified with languages that are sufficiently precise to allow, in principle, a machine to
derive tests from these models.
A generic process of model-based testing then proceeds as follows (Figure 1).
Step 1. A model of the SUT is built from informal requirements or existing specification
documents. This model is often called a test model, because the abstraction level and the focus
of the model is directly linked with the testing objectives. In some cases, the test model could
also be the design model of the system under test, but it is important to have some independence
between the model used for test generation and any development models, so that errors in the
development model are not propagated into the generated tests [16]. For this reason, it is usual
either to develop a test-specific model directly from the informal requirements, or to reuse just a few
aspects of the development model as the basis for a test model, which is then validated against the
informal requirements. Validating the model means that the requirements themselves are scrutinised
for consistency and completeness, and this often exposes requirements errors.
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Figure 1. The Process of Model-Based Testing
In terms of model-based testing, the necessity of validating the model implies that the model must
be simpler (more abstract) than the SUT, or at least easier to check, modify and maintain. Otherwise,
the efforts of validating the model would equal the efforts of validating the SUT. Throughout this
paper, the term ‘abstraction’ will be used to denote both the deliberate omission of detail in the
model and the encapsulation of details by means of high-level language constructs (see Section 3.1).
The test model can reside at various levels of abstraction. The most abstract variant maps each
possible input to the output ‘no exception’ or ‘no crash’. It can also be abstract in that it neglects
certain functionality, or disregards certain quality-of-service attributes such as timing or security
(Section 3.1; [17]).
On the other hand, the model must be sufficiently precise to serve as a basis for the generation
of ‘meaningful’ test cases. This means that the tests generated from the model should be complete
enough in terms of actions, input parameters and expected results to provide real added value. If
not, the test design job still has to be done manually, and there is little added value in generating
tests from the model.
Step 2. Test selection criteria are chosen, to guide the automatic test generation so that it produces
a ‘good’ test suite – one that fulfills the test policy defined for the SUT. Defining a clear test policy
and test objectives for a system and associated development project is part of all testing methods
such as TMap R© [18] or the ISTQB guidelines [19] that are widely used in industry. In such methods,
the test policy and test objectives are formalized into Test Plan documents, which define the scope
of testing and the various testing strategies and techniques that will be used in the project for each
testing level (e.g. unit testing, integration testing, system testing, acceptance testing).
Test selection criteria can relate to a given functionality of the system (requirements-based
test selection criteria), to the structure of the test model (state coverage, transition coverage,
def-use dataflow coverage), to data coverage heuristics (pair-wise, boundary value), to stochastic
characterisations such as pure randomness or user profiles, to properties of the environment, and
they can also relate to a well-defined set of faults.
Step 3. Test selection criteria are then transformed into test case specifications. Test case
specifications formalise the notion of test selection criteria and render them operational: given a
model and a test case specification, some automatic test case generator must be capable of deriving
a test suite (see Step 4). For instance, ‘state coverage’ of a finite state machine (FSM) might translate
into a set of test case specifications such as {reach s0 , reach s1 , reach s2 , . . .}, where s0, s1, s2, . . .
are all the states of the FSM. A test case specification is a high level description of a desired test
case.
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Step 4.Once the model and the test case specifications are defined, a set of test cases is generated,
with the aim of satisfying all the test case specifications. The set of test cases that satisfy a test case
specification with respect to the model can be empty, in which case the test case specification is
said to be unsatisfiable. Usually, however, there are several or many test cases that satisfy it, and
the test case generator will choose just one of those test cases. Some test generators may spend
significant effort in minimizing the test suite, so that a small number of generated test cases cover a
large number of test case specifications.
Step 5. Once the test suite has been generated, the test cases are run. Test execution may be
manual - i.e. by a physical person - or may be automated by a test execution environment that
provides facilities to automatically execute the tests and record test verdicts. Sometimes, especially
for non-deterministic systems, the generation and running of the tests are dove-tailed together, which
will be called online testing in this article.
Running a test case includes several steps. Recall that model and SUT reside at different levels
of abstraction, and that these different levels must be bridged [16]. For example, an abstract test
case for a bookshop website might be checkPrice(WarAndPeace) = $19.50, where checkPrice is
the name of the webservice to be used, WarAndPeace is the book to be queried, and $19.50 is
the expected result. Executing a test case then starts by concretising the test inputs (e.g., to obtain
a detailed web services call) and sending that concrete data to the SUT (see step 5-1 in Fig. 1).
Secondly, the resulting concrete output of the SUT (e.g., a page of XML) must be captured and
must then be abstracted to obtain the high-level expected result (a price) that can then be compared
against the expected result (step 5-2 in Fig. 1). The component that performs the concretisation of
test inputs and abstraction of test outputs is called the adaptor, because it adapts the abstract test
data to the concrete SUT interface.
A test script is some executable code that executes a test case, abstracts the output of the SUT,
and then builds the verdict. Note that an adaptor is a concept and not necessarily a separate software
component—it may be integrated within the test scripts.
To summarize, model-based testing involves the following major activities: building the model,
defining test selection criteria and transforming them into operational test case specifications,
generating tests, conceiving and setting up the adaptor component (if the generated tests are to
be executed automatically, the adaptor is usually a significant proportion of the workload) and
executing the tests on the SUT. The model of the SUT is used as the basis for test generation,
but also serves to validate requirements and check their consistency.
3. THE TAXONOMY
The definition of the process gives rise to six dimensions of model-based testing approaches. Along
with possible instantiations of each dimension, these are presented in this section. The dimensions
are largely independent of each other, but not entirely: for instance, if a project is concerned with a
continuous rather than a discrete system, this is likely to limit its choice of modelling paradigm, of
test selection criteria, and of test case generation technology.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the taxonomy. The ‘A/B’ alternatives at the leaves indicate mutually
exclusive alternatives, while the curved lines indicate alternatives that are not necessarily mutually
exclusive (for example, some tools may use more than one test generation technology, and it is
common and desirable to support several kinds of test selection criteria).
The choice of these six dimensions directly reflects the process introduced in Section 2. Step 1
(building the model) is reflected by the three dimensions within the model specification category:
scope, characteristics, and modelling paradigm. Steps 2 and 3 (choosing test selection criteria and
building test case specifications) are reflected by the test selection criteria dimension within the
test generation category. Step 4 (generating tests) is reflected by the Technology dimension with the
test generation category. Step 5 (running tests) is reflected by the on/offline dimension of the test
execution category.
Other perspectives that give rise to a taxonomy of model-based testing and that do not start from
the process can, of course, also be justified. For instance, one could also start from the different
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Figure 2. Overview of the Taxonomy
artifacts that are developed or used in that process, e.g., models, test specifications, test drivers,
properties, tests, etc. The rationale for the decision to use the process as a basis is that it is easier
to agree on the activities of the process, and thus to justify the completeness of the taxonomy, than
to agree on the different relevant artifacts. This, of course, does not mean that such a different
taxonomy wouldn’t be valuable as well.
3.1. Model Scope
The first dimension is the scope of the model, which is classified into a binary decision: does the
model specify only the inputs to the SUT, or does it specify the expected input-output behaviour
of the SUT? The input-only models are generally easier to specify, but they have the disadvantage
that the generated tests will not be able to act as an oracle. The generated tests may implement an
implicit ‘robustness’ oracle, such as checking that the SUT does not crash or throw any exceptions,
but they cannot check the correctness of the actual SUT output values, since the model does not
specify the expected output values. So input-only models produce weak oracles that are incapable
of verifying the correctness of the SUT functional behaviour.
Input-output models of the SUT not only model the allowable inputs that can be sent to the SUT,
but must also capture some of the intended behaviour of the SUT. That is, the model must be able
to predict in advance the expected outputs of the SUT for each input, or at least be able to check
whether an output produced by the SUT is allowed by the model or not.
Input models can be seen as models of the environment. Attacker models in security testing are a
prominent example; Markov chains used for statistical testing are a second one. The most abstract
model of any environment is one that fully nondeterministically emits all possible inputs to the SUT.
An attacker model encodes some possible behaviours of the environment, so is less abstract; specific
functionalities can also be encoded in this way [20]. The most concrete, or least abstract, version of
an environment model would specify precisely those inputs that can be sent to the SUT, but such
very concrete environment models rarely occur in practice.
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Similarly, the model of the SUT can be provided at different levels of abstraction. The most
abstract version is found in robustness testing and need not be specified explicitly: the model that
reacts to any input with ‘no exception thrown.’ More concrete versions specify some of the behavior
to be tested [17], and models that are as precise as the implementation are also conceivable, though
rare because of the cost of developing and validating them.
In practice, whenever a MBT model has input-output scope, it specifies some aspects of the
environment and also some aspects of the SUT, possibly at differing levels of abstraction.
3.2. Model Characteristics
Model characteristics relate to the incorporation of timing issues, to nondeterminism, and to the
continuous or event-discrete nature of the model. These model characteristics are typically chosen
based on what kind of SUT is being tested.
Timing issues are particularly relevant in the large class of real-time systems. Because of the
additional degree of freedom, these systems are notoriously hard to test. Applying the ideas of
model-based testing to real-time systems is the subject of intense research activities [21].
Nondeterminism can occur in the model and/or the SUT. If the SUT exhibits jitter in the time
or value domains, this can often be handled when the verdict is built (which might be possible
only after all input was applied). If the SUT exhibits genuine nondeterminism, as a consequence of
concurrency, for instance, then it is possible that test stimuli as provided by the model depend on
prior reactions of the SUT. In these cases, the non-determinism must be catered for by the model,
and also by the test cases (they are not sequences anymore, but rather trees or graphs). Finally,
nondeterminism in the model can be used for testing deterministic systems. One example is using
non-deterministic timeouts to avoid a detailed timing model (e.g., [8, p. 395]).
In terms of dynamics, models can be discrete, continuous or a mixture of the two (hybrid).
Most work in model-based testing has focused on event-discrete systems, but continuous or hybrid
models are often common in many embedded systems. Like model-based real-time testing, testing
continuous systems is the subject of on-going research [21].
The distinction between different characteristics is important, because it impacts the choice of
the modelling paradigm, technology for test case generation, and the interleaving of generating and
executing tests (online versus offline).
3.3. Model Paradigm
The third dimension is what paradigm and notation are used to describe the model. There are many
different modelling notations that have been used for modelling the behaviour of systems for test
generation purposes. It is convenient to group them into the following paradigms, adapted from van
Lamsweerde [22]. These paradigms are also used in the MBT state of the art survey provided by
Dias-Neto et al. [3]. The overview article of Hierons et al. [2] discusses many of these paradigms in
more detail.
State-Based (or Pre/Post) Notations. These model a system as a collection of variables,
which represent a snapshot of the internal state of the system, plus some operations that modify
those variables. Each operation is usually defined by a precondition and a postcondition, or the
postcondition may be written as explicit code that updates the state. Examples of these notations
include Z, B, VDM, JML, OCL, and the C#-plus-preconditions used by Spec Explorer (Section 4).
In the special case where a pre/post notation is used in an input-only model, there is obviously no
postcondition, so the pre/post notation is reduced to describing the domains of the input variables
and the relationships between variables. This is called an Input-Domain notation–it is widely used
by pairwise testing tools, for example AETG [23].
Transition-based Notations. These focus on describing the transitions between different states
of the system. Typically, they are graphical node-and-arc notations, like finite state machines
(FSMs), where the nodes of the FSM represent the major states of the system and the arcs represent
the actions or operations of the system. Textual or tabular notations are also used to specify the
transitions. In practice, transition-based notations are often made more expressive by adding data
variables, hierarchies of machines and parallelism between machines. Examples of transition-based
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notations used for MBT include FSMs themselves, statecharts (e.g. UML State Machines, Statemate
statecharts and Simulink Stateflow charts), labelled transition systems and I/O automata.
History-based Notations. These notations model a system by describing the allowable traces
of its behaviour over time. Various notions of time can be used (discrete or continuous, linear or
branching, points or intervals etc.), leading to many different kinds of temporal logics.
Message-sequence charts and related formalisms are also included in this group. These are
graphical and textual notations for specifying sequences of interactions between components.
Functional Notations. These describe a system as a collection of mathematical functions. The
functions may be first-order only, as in the case of algebraic specifications, or higher-order, as in
notations like HOL. For an example of the use of algebraic specifications for model-based testing,
see the work of Gaudel and LeGall [24].
Operational Notations. These describe a system as a collection of executable processes,
executing in parallel. They are particularly suited to describing distributed systems and
communications protocols. Examples include process algebras such as CSP or CCS as well as
Petri net notations. Slightly stretching this category, hardware description languages like VHDL
or Verilog are also included in this category.
Stochastic Notations. These describe a system by a probabilistic model of the events and input
values and tend to be used to model environments rather than SUTs. For example, Markov chains
are used to model expected usage profiles, so that the generated tests exercise that usage profile.
Data-Flow Notations. These notations concentrate on the data rather than the control flow.
Prominent examples are Lustre, and the block diagrams of Matlab Simulink, which are often used
to model continuous systems.
In practice, several paradigms can be represented in one single notation. For example, the UML
notation offers both a transition-based paradigm, with state machine diagrams, and a pre-post
paradigm, with the OCL language. The two paradigms can be used at the same time in a test
model. For example, this helps to express both the dynamic behaviour and some business rules
on discrete data types. Another example is Matlab, which models embedded real-time systems
using a combination of Simulink block diagrams (a data-flow notation) and Stateflow statecharts
(a transition-based notation).
3.4. Test Selection Criteria
The fourth dimension defines the facilities that are used to control the generation of tests. MBT
tools can be classified according to which kinds of test selection criteria they support. Note that
these selection criteria indirectly define properties of the generated test suites, including their fault
detection power, cardinality, complexity, etc. While most of these criteria are not unique to model-
based testing but also apply to more traditional forms of testing, they are a major distinguishing
feature between currently available model-based testing tools, which is why they make for an
important dimension of this article’s taxonomy. The following subsections briefly review the most
commonly-used criteria.
Defining the ‘best’ criterion is not possible in general. It is the task of the test engineer to configure
the test generation facilities and choose adequate test selection criteria and test case specifications
to meet the project test objectives, e.g., functionality, robustness, security, or performance.
Structural Model Coverage Criteria. These criteria exploit the structure of the model, such as
the nodes and arcs of a transition-based model, or conditional statements in a model in pre/post
notation.
The modelling notation often suggests specific kinds of structural coverage criteria. For example,
when the model uses a pre-post notation, some coverage criteria that are commonly used are:
cause-effect coverage, and coverage of all disjuncts in the postcondition. For algebraic modelling
notations, coverage of the axioms is an obvious coverage criterion.
For transition-based models, which use explicit graphs containing nodes and arcs, there are many
graph coverage criteria that can be used to control test generation. Some of the coverage criteria
commonly used are all nodes (that is, all states), all transitions, all transition-pairs, and all cycles.
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The FSM isomorphism-checking methods developed for testing protocols (W-method, Wp-method,
D-method etc.) [25, 26] are also based on structural coverage of FSM models.
Another set of structural coverage criteria are useful for exercising complex boolean decisions
within models. This same need arises in white box testing (code-based testing), so many of the
well-known code-based structural coverage criteria [27, 28] that require certain combinations of
atomic conditions and decisions to take certain values, have been adapted to work on models.
Similarly, many data-flow coverage criteria [29] for code have been adapted to models. These
criteria can be applied to any modelling notation that contains variables (see [6, Chapter 4] for a
detailed presentation of structural coverage criteria).
Data Coverage Criteria. These criteria deal with how to choose a few test values from a
large data space. The basic idea is to split the data space into equivalence classes and choose
one representative from each equivalence class, with the hope that the elements of this class are
‘equivalent’ in terms of their ability to detect failures. Pairwise and N-way coverage criteria [30] are
popular forms of data coverage criteria. For ordered data types, the partitioning of a range of values
into equivalence classes is usually complemented by picking extra tests from the boundaries of the
intervals. Boundary analysis [31] and domain analysis [32, Chapter 7] are widely accepted as fault
detection heuristics and can be used as coverage criteria for test generation (for comparison with
random testing, see the respective seminal papers [33, 34, 35, 36] and the summary by Gaston and
Seifert [37]).
Requirements-Based Coverage Criteria. When elements of the model can be explicitly
associated with informal requirements of the SUT, coverage can also apply to requirements. For
example, if requirement numbers are attached to transitions of a UML state machine or to predicates
within the postconditions of a pre-post model, then test generation can aim to cover all requirements.
Ad-hoc Test Case Specifications. Explicit test case specifications can obviously be used to
control test generation. In addition to the model, the test engineer writes a test case specification
in some formal notation, and these are used to determine which tests will be generated. For
example, they may be used to restrict the paths through the model that will be tested, to focus
the testing on heavily used cases, or to ensure that particular paths will be tested. The notation
used to express these test objectives may be the same as the notation used for the model, or it
may be a different notation. Notations commonly used for test objectives include UML Sequence
diagrams, FSMs, regular expressions, temporal logic formulae, constraints and Markov chains (for
expressing intended usage patterns). This family of coverage criteria relates to the scenario-based
testing approach (e.g., [38, 39, 40]) where test cases are generated from descriptions of abstract
scenarios.
Random and Stochastic Criteria. These are mostly applicable to environment models, because
it is the environment that determines the usage patterns of the SUT. The probabilities of actions are
modelled directly or indirectly [41, 42]. The generated tests then follow an expected usage profile.
Fault-based Criteria. These are mostly applicable to SUT models, because the goal of testing
is to find faults in the SUT. One of the most common fault-based criteria is mutation coverage.
This involves mutating the model, then generating tests that would distinguish between the mutated
model and the original model. The assumption is that there is a correlation between faults in the
model and in the SUT, and between mutations and real-world faults [9, 43].
3.5. Test Generation Technology
One of the most appealing characteristics of model-based testing is its potential for automation.
Given the test model and some test case specifications, test cases can be derived stochastically, or
by using dedicated graph search algorithms and search-based techniques, model checking, symbolic
execution, deductive theorem proving, or constraint solving.
Random generation of tests is done by sampling the input space of a system. In the case of
reactive systems, finite traces can be selected randomly by sampling the input space and applying
it to the model of the SUT in order to infer the expected output part. A random walk on the model
may result in test suites with different characteristics. Random walks can also be performed on
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environment models given in the form of (stochastic) usage models, and obviously, this results in
certain transition probabilities for the SUT [44].
Search-based algorithms for model-based test generation include graph search algorithms such
as node or arc coverage algorithms (e.g., the Chinese Postman algorithm [45], which covers each arc
at least once), as well as other search-based algorithms such as metaheuristic search, evolutionary
algorithms (e.g., genetic algorithms) and simulated annealing. This field has been of burgeoning
interest for many researchers in recent years, particularly for automated test data selection [46].
(Bounded) model checking is a technology for verifying or falsifying properties of a system.
For certain classes of properties, model checkers can yield counter examples when a property is not
satisfied. The general idea of test case generation with model checkers is to first formulate test case
specifications as reachability properties, for instance, ‘eventually, a certain state is reached, or a
certain transition fires’ (e.g., [47, 48]). A model checker then, by searching for counter-examples
for the negation of the property, yields traces that reach the given state or that eventually make the
transition fire. Other variants use mutations of models or properties to generate test suites.
Symbolic execution runs an (executable) model not with single input values but with sets of
input values (e.g., [49, 50, 51]). These are represented as constraints. In this way, symbolic traces are
generated: one symbolic trace represents many fully instantiated traces. The instantiation to concrete
values must obviously be performed in order to get test cases for a SUT. Symbolic execution is
guided by test case specifications. Often enough, these boil down to reachability statements as in
the case of model checking. In other cases, test case specifications are given as explicit constraints,
and the symbolic execution is guided by having to respect these constraints.
Deductive theorem proving can also be used for the generation of tests (e.g., [52, 53]),
particularly with provers that support the generation of witness traces or counter-examples. One
variant is similar to the use of model checkers where a theorem prover replaces the model checker.
Most often, however, theorem provers are used to check the satisfiability of formulas that directly
occur as guards of transitions in state-based models. A theorem prover can compute assignments
for the variables that occur in the guards and that, in turn, give rise to values of the respective input
and output signals. A sequence of such sets of signals then becomes the test case.
Constraint solving is useful for selecting data values from complex data domains, e.g., in
combinatorial n-wise testing. It is also often used in conjunction with other methods such as
symbolic execution, graph search algorithms, model-checking or theorem proving [54, 55] where
specific relationships between variables in guards or conditions are expressed as constraints and
efficiently solved by dedicated constraint solvers.
Test generation tools often use several techniques to complete the difficult task of automated
test generation from a model. For example, theorem proving may be used to detect transition
unreachability, while constraint solving is used in the same test generation engine for test data
selection.
3.6. Test execution
The last dimension is concerned with test execution and the relative timing of test case generation
and test execution.
Test execution is done in either online or offline from the test generation. Some tools (like Spec
Explorer, described in the next section) support both approaches.
With online testing, the test generation algorithms can react to the actual outputs of the SUT.
This is sometimes necessary if the SUT is non-deterministic, because the test generator can see
which path the SUT has taken, and follow the same path in the model (Section 3.2). Offline testing
means that test cases are generated strictly before they are run. Offline test generation from a non-
deterministic model is more difficult, and involves creating test cases that are trees or graphs rather
than sequences.
The advantages of offline testing, when applicable, are directly connected to the generation of a
test repository. The generated tests can be managed and executed using existing test management
tools, which means that fewer changes to the test process are required. One can generate a set of
tests once, then execute it many times on the SUT (e.g., regression testing). Also, the test generation
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and test execution can be performed on different machines or in different environments, as well as
at different times. Test suites can be split and applied to many SUTs in parallel. It is also possible to
perform a separate test minimisation pass over the generated test suite, to reduce the size of the test
set. Moreover, testing real-time systems may be impossible if test generation is too time-consuming.
Finally, if the test generation process is slower than test execution, then there are obvious advantages
to doing the test generation phase just once.
Note that the generated test cases may be executed manually or automatically. Manual test
execution means that a human tester executes each generated test case by interacting with the
SUT, following the instructions in the test case, whereas automated test execution means that the
generated test is already an executable test script of some form. However, this distinction between
manual and automated test execution is not included in the the taxonomy because in practice, all
approaches can support both manual and automatic execution of the generated tests (provided that
suitable interfaces exist for automating the execution, which is not always the case, as shown by the
example of testing “a car” by driving it).
For example, if each generated test case is just a sequence of keywords, it could be executed
manually, or one can write an adaptor program that reads those keywords and executes them
automatically. Automatic execution typically requires more work, to develop an adaptor program
or library, but some of this overhead can be ameliorated if the adaptor code is reused for many
different tests or for several different versions of the generated tests.
4. CLASSIFICATION OF TOOLS
This section classifies some typical model-based testing tools within the dimensions defined in
Section 3. The purpose is to show the characteristics of those tools and the choices made for each
dimension in order to target various application domains. This shows that the taxonomy is useful
for discriminating between different model-based testing tools.
4.1. AETG
In combinatorial testing the issue is to reduce the large number of possible combinations of input
variables to a few ‘representative’ ones. AETG (Automatic Efficient Test Generator [23]) is a
model-based test input generator for combinatorial testing. To reduce the number of generated test
inputs, it uses a pair-wise algorithm to ensure that all combinations of the data values for each pair
of variables are tested. It also supports all-triples or all-quadruples testing. The oracle for each test
input has to be provided manually. There are a large number of related tools dedicated to pair-wise
testing (www.pairwise.org). A typical application domain for this approach is to test different
configurations, for example device combinations or possible options for configuring some product.
Scope of the model: This is a typical input-only model, that is, a model of the environment. Pair-wise testing
(and other n-way testing) uses a simple static model of the input data of the SUT, defining the domains of
variables and any unauthorised combinations of values.
Model Characteristics: Models are untimed and discrete. The choice between determinism and non-
determinism is not applicable, since AETG models do not provide expected output.
Modelling Paradigm:Models are expressed using the ‘input domain’ paradigm, which is a special case of
the pre/post paradigm (data domains plus constraints).
Test Selection Criteria: This class of tools use data coverage criteria such as all-pairs coverage.
Technology: Generation of test inputs using n-way search algorithms.
Online/offline:AETG (and the other tools of the same category) generates tests for offline manual execution,
or automated offline execution with manual development of the associated test scripts.
4.2. JUMBL
The J Usage Model Builder Library (JUMBL) [44] is an academic model-based statistical testing
tool [41], developed at the University of Tennessee. JUMBL supports the development of statistical
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usage based models using Markov chains, the analysis of models, and the generation of test cases.
Test inputs are generated by traversing the usage model while respecting transition probabilities:
the test cases with greatest probability are generated first. The usage model does not provide the
expected response of the system. Similar tools include the Matelo system from ALL4TEC [56].
Scope of the model: The usage model represents the intended use of software, as defined by the
specification, so is a model of the expected environment and is input data only.
Model Characteristics: Models are untimed and discrete. The choice between determinism and non-
determinism is not relevant, since only test inputs are generated and SUT behaviour is not modelled.
Modelling Paradigm: JUMBL models are written in a transition-based notation for describing Markov
chain usage models. A Markov chain usage model has a unique start state, a unique final state, a set
of intermediate usage states, and transition arcs between states. The transition arcs are labelled by the
corresponding event and the probability of occurrence. Transition probabilities are based on expected use of
the SUT.
Test Selection Criteria: JUMBL uses random and statistical test selection criteria (based on the transition
arc probability of the usage model).
Technology: Automated generation of test inputs using statistical search algorithms and the Markov model.
Online/offline: The generated test cases need to be translated into a script language of a test execution
environment (or executed manually). The JUMBL primarily uses an offline approach, but also provides an
API for relating the test execution results back to the model for statistical analysis.
4.3. Microsoft Spec Explorer
Spec Explorer [57] was developed within Microsoft Research during the last seven years and is
used extensively within Microsoft on a daily basis. It has now been productized, and is planned
to be released with Visual Studio 2010. It provides a model editing, composition, exploration and
visualization environment within Visual Studio, and can generate offline .NET test suites or execute
tests as they are generated (online). Other examples of commercial MBT tools that use behavioural
test models are Qtronic from Conformiq [58] and CertifyIt from Smartesting [59].
Scope of the model: The input model of Spec Explorer is a SUT input-output model, which is typically
composed from several simpler models. The model provides the oracle for each generated test case.
Preconditions associated with the action methods of C# models can be used to model some environmental
assumptions.
Model Characteristics:Models are untimed and discrete. Non-determinism is supported by distinguishing
controllable actions from observable actions–the latter may be generated spontaneously by the SUT.
Modelling Paradigm: State-based models are written in C# (extended with preconditions), and a regular
expression notation is used to specify history-based (trace-based) models/scenarios. The C# models can
have internal state and parameterized methods with complex parameters. Multiple models written in these
notations are composed to obtain the final SUT model.
Test Selection Criteria: Spec Explorer provides several strategies for managing the exploration of the
model, including data coverage of parameter values and the state space (the state space can be restricted by
several grouping and slicing techniques), and structural model criteria such as covering all transitions. A
regular expression can also be used as an explicit test case specification–when it is composed with a general
C# model of a SUT it can restrict the generated tests to focus on that scenario.
Technology: It uses algorithms similar to bounded model checking to explore the model and generate tests.
Online/offline: It supports both online and offline testing.
5. RELATED WORK
The last three decades have seen substantial research in the area of model-based testing. Broy et
al. have provided a comprehensive overview of research in the field [60], see also the surveys
of Dias-Neto et al. [3] and Hierons et al. [2]. An early focus of this research was conformance
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testing between finite state machines; see Gargantini’s review [61]. Binder’s book concentrates on
the idiosyncrasies of testing object-oriented software [62]. Research topics deal with the underlying
algorithms, theory and technology of model-based testing. The focus of this article is more on the
user perspective of model-based testing and evaluating and comparing different MBT approaches
and associated tools. In the last few years, the field of model-based testing has moved from a research
topic to an emerging practice in industry, with increasing commercial tool support.
Tools for test case generation have been surveyed by several authors. The 2002 survey by Alan
Hartman [63] in the context of an EU-funded research project is now outdated. More recent surveys
include that by Belinfante et al. [64] as well as that by Go¨tz et al. [65]–the latter is a detailed study
of nine commercial MBT tools, but is in German only. While rather comprehensive, these surveys
were not based on an underlying taxonomy.
A recent systematic review of state-based MBT tools by Shafique and Labiche [66] gives a
detailed classification of nine commercial and research MBT tools. The review covers only a subset
of the taxonomy defined here, focussing on tools that use state-based models (i.e. Model Paradigm
= Transition-Based†) to model the SUT behavior (i.e. Model Scope = Input-Output), and excluding
MBT tools for embedded systems (i.e. limited to Model Characteristics = Discrete). The review
does not discuss Test Generation Technology, nor whether the tools support Timed/Untimed models
or Deterministic/Non-Deterministic models. The most interesting difference is that the review
classifies the Test Selection Criteria into four groups: its model-flow criteria and script-flow criteria
are both subsets of the Structural Model Coverage of this taxonomy, while its data criteria and
requirement criterion correspond to Data Coverage and Requirements Coverage of the taxonomy
respectively. The review does not discuss Random& Stochastic or Fault-Based test selection criteria
(it would be useful to add these to the review), and classifies Test Case Specifications (ie. user-
defined scenarios) as just another kind of model-flow criteria. In contrast, the taxonomy here
views ad-hoc test case specifications as completely distinct from structural model coverage criteria,
because test case specifications are user-defined, whereas structural model coverage criteria are used
to automate the selection of tests. Thus ad-hoc test case specifications allow users a high degree of
control over test generation, which is not possible using just structural model coverage criteria. The
review also reports on several tool characteristics related to the convenience of using a given tool,
such as whether models can be edited, checked and debugged within the tool or via a separate tool,
and the degree of automation for generating various kinds of test scaffolding code (e.g., adapter
code, oracle code, test stubs). So the review is complementary to the taxonomy in that it classifies
several example tools, within a subset of the taxonomy, in great detail.
Dias-Neto et al. have performed a systematic review and classification of the MBT research
literature, based on keyword searches of six digital libraries [67]. They found 599 papers
and analyzed 271 of those papers from between 1990 and August 2009 that were available
online and were about MBT. In those papers, they identified 219 different approaches to MBT.
They classified the approaches according to 29 different attributes, such as whether the models
used UML or not, whether the goal was functional or non-functional testing, the testing level
(system/integration/unit/regression testing), the level of automation, and various other attributes
about the model, the test generation process and the software development environment within
which MBT was used. This review complements the taxonomy presented in this paper, because
the review gives a very detailed view of many existing MBT approaches, while the taxonomy
gives a higher-level way of classifying both existing and future MBT approaches. For example,
the review lists 48 different MBT modeling notations [68], while the taxonomy groups these into
seven modelling paradigms. Another difference is that while the review covers four of the taxonomy
dimensions, it does not have any attributes that directly correspond to the Model Scope (input-only
or input-output) or On/Offline dimensions. In some cases, it is possible to infer the model scope,
based on the kind of the model that was used, but in general these two dimensions capture important
information about a MBT approach that are missing from the review attributes.
†Eight of the tools in the review use FSM/EFSMmodels, while Spec Explorer starts with a Pre-Post model, then expands
it into a FSM model.
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Dias-Neto et al. also performed an email survey of 34 MBT researchers, asking them to rank 18
MBT-related attributes, to determine which are the most important attributes when classifying or
selecting MBT approaches [69]. The highest-ranked attribute was the kind of model used, which is
the first top-level dimension of the taxonomy in this paper, and the next two highest attributes were
the test generation criteria and coverage, which correspond to the Test Selection Criteria dimension
of the taxomony. The On/Offline dimension of the taxonomy was omitted from the survey, but is
included in the taxonomy because it has a major impact on both the theory and practice of MBT: it
has a theoretical impact on the kinds of SUT that can be tested (online is better for non-deterministic
SUTs), and it has a strong practical impact on the integration of MBT into existing software testing
processes (offline is easier to integrate, while online is more disruptive).
6. CONCLUSIONS
The idea of model-based testing is to use an explicit abstract model of a SUT and/or its environment
to automatically derive tests for the SUT: the behaviour of the model of the SUT is interpreted as
the intended behaviour of the SUT. This approach is particularly appealing because it assigns a
threefold use to models: they are used to come to grips with precise requirements descriptions, they
can be used as parts of specification documents, and they can be used for test case generation.
The emerging nature and increasing popularity of the field of model-based testing have led to
a large body of publications. But there is currently a lack of a unifying conceptual framework,
which makes it difficult to compare different approaches. The taxonomy of this paper provides
the essential characteristics of the various mainstream approaches to model-based testing, both
academic and industrial. The usefulness of the taxonomy has, in a deliberately exemplary manner,
been demonstrated by classifying several MBT tools w.r.t. its dimensions.
Taxonomies have been proposed in several areas of computer science, such as runtime
monitoring [70], mining of source code repositories [71] and software product lines [72]. Such
taxonomies help to clarify the key issues of the field and show the possible alternatives and
directions. They can be used to classify tools and to help users to see which approaches and tools fit
their specific needs most closely. The development of a taxonomy for a given field requires that field
to have a certain maturity, and sufficient experience with different approaches. It appears justified
to assert that model-based testing has now reached a sufficient level of maturity for a taxonomy to
be important and useful.
The technology of automated model-based test case generation has matured to the point
where the large-scale deployment of this technology is underway. In terms of positive failure-
detecting effectiveness, the body of evidence is rather large. In terms of cost effectiveness, there
is room for further empirical investigations, including the analysis of the conditions (organisational,
qualification of the team for example) that increase the effectiveness of the approach.
In addition to empirical studies, there are several research challenges, firstly in the definition
of domain-specific test selection criteria that are empirically underpinned in terms of their fault
detection power. Secondly, the tool support for building, versioning, and debugging models could
be improved, and there is a need for more methodological guidance on how to build models for test
generation. Thirdly, the question of model-based testing for non-functional requirements such as
security or usability, as well as performance, is still an open issue. Finally, the performance of test
generation and the improvement of test generation techniques is also an area of ongoing research,
with the potential to further improve the scalability of current MBT approaches and tools.
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